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reached the agenda of the
General Assembly in 1976.

Virginia

THE HOUSE OF BURGESSES

This is the fourth in a series of six articles
commemorating

the

Bicentennial

of

the

American Revolution.

Virginia during the year 1776 had
three legislatures. One of them was the
157-year-old House of Burgesses, where
the citizens of the colony had establ ished
the right to make their own laws and levy
their own taxes. Another, the Convention
that met in Williamsburg in May,
produced some of the finest prose in
pol itical history, triggered the Declaration
of I ndependence, and wrote the
constitution that was to gu ide the new
state. The third legislature, the General
Assembly provided by the basic law, first
met in October. It carried on the war and
made the policies that set the nascent
Commonwealth on its course.
These \eg\s\atures of 1776 also
addressed themselves to matters of detail;
for example, the problem of William
Blakely's tired horse. But they did not
co nsider whether the swallow-tailed
butterfly or the praying mantis was to be
officially designated the state bug. That
problem waited for 200 years, and
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various legislative bodies.

The observation that the American
R evolution was a war of independence
rather than an overthrow of government
is confirmed in the strong lines of
continuity from the Burgesses through
the Revolutionary Conventions to the
House of Delegates. Election processes
and legislative procedures were the same
in all three bodies. So were the leaders
and most of the members. The colonial
government consisted of a Governor,
representing the Crown, and a House of
Burgesses with two members elected from
each county and one each from Norfolk
and Will iamsburg, representing the
people. Mediating between them was a
Privy Council of eleven members,
appointed by the Governor with nominal
approval from London. Its members were
grandees of the Tidewater plantations,
whose vast hold ings had been preserved
through
the
English
laws of
primogeniture and entail.
The Burgesses had close Iinks to the
power structure in the counties, which
were governed by county courts. The
county courts' membership was made up
of powerful local landowners, lawyers,
and merchants, who in effect filled
vacancies in their ranks by cooptation.
Further, court members rotated among
themselves the office of sheriff, one of
whose duties was to administer the
election of Burgesses. It was natural,
then, that most cand idates for Burgess
should be recruited from this
self-perpetuating body.
The royal Governor issued writs of
election irregularly, averaging once every
three years. Election day was a major

festival. A table was set up at the
courthouse, and the free-holders who had
ridden in for the day came up to it one
by one to announce their choices.
Candidates provided
copious
refreshments-a custom known as
IItreating" among the participants and as
IIsw illing the planters" by its critics. The
liquor was not a quid pro quo for the
vote, as in more recent times. It seems
instead to have been available to both
supporters and opponents, and perhaps
d isfranch ised bystanders as well, as a
symbol of the great man's thoughtfulness
for his constituents. White males owning
either houses in town or fifty-acre estates
had the franchise. Perhaps two-thirds met
the property qual ifications, and well over
half of that number voted. Some
elections were hard fought, some were
uncontested; but winners tended to come
from
the leading families, who
mono po Ii zed the leadership and
important committee assignments in the
House. For example, the 1769 House had
on its rolls four Lees, three Carters, three
Randolphs, two Lewis Burwells, and a
pair each of Cabells, Carys, Pendletons,
G rymeses, and D iggeses.
The Rules of the House of Burgesses
incorporated the hard-won experience of
both the Burgesses and the House of
Commons in London in trying to cope
with the confusion, verbosity, and
personal ity clashes inherent in legislative
decision making. Some of these same
rules still guide the internal procedures of
the General Assembly today. For
example, back in 1562 the House of
Commons had ruled that no "nipping or
reviling" words were to be used; similarly,
the Burgesses prohibited all lIindecent or
disrespectful language." And today, Rule
57 of the House of Delegates states: IINo
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member shall in debate use any language
or gesture calculated to wound, offend, or
insult any other member." While no
Burgess was to "speak more than twice
on the same question without leave,"
today "No member shall speak more than
once on any question until all others have
spoken who desire to do so." When a
question was being put to the Burgesses,
no one was to "entertain private
discourse, stand up, walk into, out of, or
across the House, or read any printed
book." The modern equ ivalent: "No
member shall, while the House is sitting,
interrupt or hinder its business by
standing up, leaving his place, moving
about the hall, engaging in conversation,
expressing approval or disapproval of any
of the proceed ings, or by any other
conduct tending to J:fisorder- and
confu sion."
Likewise, in some of the modern-day
General Assembly committee names one
also finds similarities with the early
legislatures. The Committee on Public
Claims is today the Committee on Claims.
The Committee on Privileges and
Elections remains and keeps its ancient
title-one which appears otherwise only
in the South Carolina Senate. The words
are s ig n if icant; for the Burgesses,
privileges were as important as elections.
At each session the Speaker would wait
upon the Governor to "Iay claim to all of
the ir an<; ient rights and priv ileges,
particu larly a freedom of speech and
debate, exemption from arrest and
protection for their estates." These rights
had not always been observed by early
colonial governors, and self-government
depended on the Burgesses' firm
insistence that they be maintained.
Another old title unique to the Virginia
legislature is the "Committee for Courts
of Justice." In other states, the name is
the "Judiciary Committee" or some
variation thereof.
In April 1776, when the fifth
Convention met in Williamsburg to draw
up a new plan of government, forty-five
of its members who were also members of
the old House of Burgesses' met at the
Capitol and decided they would "neither
proceed to business, nor adjourn, as a
House of Burgesses." Thus, quietly
disappeared the institution that had
shared the government of the Colony
since 1619.

the Capitol to correspond with other
colonies and to prepare for resistance.
There were five of these "conventions"
from 1774 to 1776. The first sent
delegates to the First Continental
Congress. The second, in Richmond,
heard Henry's "G ive me Iiberty" speech
and called on each county to raise an
infantry or cavalry company. The third
provided for annual election of delegates
and set up the Committee of Safety
under Edmund Pendleton to act as an
executive body between its sessions. The
fifth, from May to July 1776, asked the
Continental Congress for a Declaration of
Independence, adopted the Declaration
of Rights, declared Virginia independent,
and wrote a constitution for the new
government.
-· These - conventions--did -- -not 'engage- -in
the power struggles characteristic of
revolutionary juntas-no secret conclaves,
coups, or struggles for the loyalty of the
soldiery. Instead, the conventions
adopted the ru les and comm ittees of the
Burgesses, kept a journal, read each bill
three times, and published their
"ordinances" just as the Burgesses had
pu b lished their "resolutions." They
directed the recruitment and supply of
troops and performed routine functions
such as providing for tobacco inspection
and stimulating manufacturing. Most of
the implementation was done by county
courts and committees. In 1775 Governor
Dunmore issued writs of election for
Burgesses at about the same time the
Co nvention called for election of
delegates. Most counties simply elected
the same men, who met as Burgesses to
harass the Governor and in convention
for their other purposes.
The conventions' principal lack was a
source of revenue. Expenses of delegates
to Philadelphia were paid by asking each
county to send the Treasurer fifteen
po u nd s. A fter the Governor fled
Williamsburg, the Convention called upon
sheriffs and others who collected taxes or
fees to turn the revenues over to the
Treasurer. Finally, the problem of
financing the war was solved by passing a
tax bill to go into effect two years later,
but issuing notes immediately to be
red e e med at that time. By such
inflationary schemes the Revolution was
supported.
THE FIFTH CONVENTION

THE CONVENTIONS

As relationships between the Governor
and the House of Burgesses had
deter iorated in 1774, mem bers started
meeting in unofficial sessions away from

Elections in April 1776 attracted
attention throughout the colony. There
were some warmly contested races, and
40 percent of the 129 delegates elected
were new ones. Yet the leadersh ip

remained in the hands of former
Burgesses, and the two factions that had
been contending for several years over the
proper strategy and timing of the drift
away from England continued to struggle.
No roll call votes were recorded, and we
do not even know who was present on
what days. The names of the leaders of
these factions do appear in
correspondence; and it is clear that both
factions were headed by men of great
wealth. Edmund Pendleton, a member of
the conservative faction but one adept at
conciliation and compromise, was elected
President of the Convention. The more
radical bloc was at a disadvantage because
two of its most able leaders, Thomas
Jefferson and Richard Henry Lee, were
representing the Convention at the
_~~QJ~tinenta' Congress. Thu~,_E9!~i~k
Henry and George Mason were the local
leaders. The "go-slow" faction was led by
Carter Braxton, Thomas Nelson, and
Robert Carter Nicholas, who was
Treasurer of the Colony and chairman of
one of the two major committees of the
Convention. Except for Nicholas, all of
these men were among the 100 wealthiest
in the colony: each of them owned
anywhere from 6,000 to almost 23,000
acres of land, and from 51 to 384 slaves.
A fascinating story might be written
about the legislative struggle of the newly
elected common men, the Presbyterian
frontiersmen from across the Blue Ridge,
against the more sophisticated Anglican
planters from Tidewater. However, the
evidence actually suggests that the
delegates from the western counties
arrived late and deferred to the wealthy
former Burgesses of both factions, who
understood the legislative process.
The first issue was a resolution calling
upon Congres.s to declare the colonies
free and independent. The conservatives
posed objections, but Pendleton
engineered a compromise and the
resolution passed 112-0. The resolution
was sent to Philadelphia, where some
weeks later it led to the Declaration of
Independence.
The next action was to set up a
committee of thirty members to draft a
declaration of rights and a "plan of
government" for the emerging state. The
committee was chaired by the moderate
Archibald Cary (who also had wealthy
land and slave holdings). At this point
Mason dashed off a letter to Lee,
imploring him to return to Williamsburg.
That letter reveals the legislative situation
as the radical element viewed it:
u

We are now going upon the most
important of all subjects-
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go vernment. The committee
appointed to prepare a plan is,
according to custom, overcharged
with useless members. ... We shall
in all probability have a thousand
ridiculous and impracticable
proposals and of course a plan
formed of heterogeneous, jarring
and unintelligible ingredients; this
can be prevented only by a few
men of integrity and abilities,
whose country's interest lies next
to their hearts, undertaking the
business and defending it ably
through every stage of opposition.
Mason drafted the Declaration of
Rights, with some suggestions from James
Madison, Patrick Henry, and others. True
to Mason's prediction, the Convention
bogged down on the first paragraph.
Nicholas contended that the statement
that all men were born "equally free and
i nde pen den t " w 0 u Id cause II c iv iI
convulsion," meaning it could be
interpreted as freeing the slaves. The
conservatives, with " a thousand masterly
fetches and strategems," fought it for a
week and finally achieved a compromise
which read:

That all men are by nature
equally free and independent, and
have certain inherent rights, of
which, when they enter into a state
of society, they cannot, by any
compact, deprive or divest their
posterity; namely, the enjoyment
of life and liberty, witn the means
of acquiring and possessing
property, and pursuing and
obtaining happiness and safety.
Po Iit ical theorists will immediately
recogn ize in the phrase "enter into a state
of society" John Locke's rather abstract
- notlon oi separate social and political
contracts. That idea proved usefu I against
the en slaved b lacks, who could
comfortably be assumed to be excluded
from the pol itical contract.
Other prov isions of the Declaration
stated:

That all power is vested in, and
consequently derived from, the
people; that magistrates are their
trustees and servants, and at all
times amenable to them.
That government is, or ought to
be, instituted for the common
benefit, protection, and security, of
the people, nation, or
community; ... and that whenever
any government shall be found
inadequate or con trary to these
purposes, a majority of the
community hath an indubitable,
unalienable, and indefeasible righ t,

to reform, alter, or abolish it, in
such manner as shall be judged
most conducive to the public
weal....
The document also provided for trial by
jury, confrontation of accusers,
protection against self-incrimination,
freedom of the pre~s, and the provision
"that no man be deprived of liberty
except by the law of the land, or the
judgment of h is peers."
The Declaration of Rights was
important in several ways. First, it
cogently restated in just over 1,000 words
the principles that had developed through
the years in the struggles against
governmental abuses in England and the
colonies. Second, it was immediately
circulated to other colonies, influencing
several state constitutions and, later, both
the federal Bill of Rights and the French
Declaration of the Rights of Man and of
the Citizen. Third, it remains, with
negl igi ble changes, the statement of
substantive and procedural rights of all
Virginians in 1976.
The Virginia Constitution of 1776, the
" plan of government" adopted June 29,
begins with two pages of grievances
against king and governor and concludes
that lithe government of this country, as
formerly exercised under the crown of
Great Britain, is totally dissolved."
Among the provisions for the new
legislature were these:

The legislative, executive, and
judiciary departments, shall be
separate and distinct, so that
neither exercise the powers
properly belonging to the other. ..
The legislature shall be formed
of two distinct branches, who,
together, shall be a complete
legislature. They shall meet once, or
oftener, every year, and shall be
called the General Assembly of
Virginia.
One branch was to consist of county and
city representatives elected on the same
basis as Burgesses and to be called the
House of Delegates. There was to be a
new Senate of twenty-four persons,
elected from somewhat larger districts,
but:

All laws shall originate in the
House of Delegates, to be approved
or rejected by the Senate, or to be
amended with the consent of the
House of Delegates; except money
bills, which in no instance shall be
altered by the Senate but wholly
approved or rejected.
The governor was to be chosen
annually by the legislature and Iimited to
three terms. A Council of eight members

was also chosen by the legislature to
advise the governor. The two houses by
joint ballot also appointed all judges, the
attorney general and treasurer. The House
of Delegates could impeach the governor
and other officials, to be tried in the
General Court. Only minor changes were
made in local government; and
incumbents were to remain in office.
Altogether, the Declaration of Rights and
Co n st ituti on (not co u n t ing the
grievances) consume only eight pages in
Hen ing' s Statutes at Large.
Despite lip service to separation of
powers, the work ing principle of the
document was legislative supremacy.
I ndeed, the distribution of power
resembles the modern government of
Britain more than that of Virginia. The
governor had no veto power, and he had
the Council looking over his shoulder. It
was the General Assembly, especially its
lower house, that set the entire
government in motion. The governor was
but a shadow of his royal predecessor,
and the formerly powerful Council now
had most of its functions distributed to
the Senate and the courts. I n fact the new
Council, which Jefferson called a "fifth
wheel," lasted only until the next round
of constitution writing.
Mason would have broadened the
suffrage, but he had to settle for a
provision that the right to vote " shall
remain as exercised at present." A
frustrated Jefferson sent down from
Philadelphia a number of proposals,
including one to terminate importation of
slaves; but they arrived too late for
consideration, and probably would not
have survived the attack of the
conservatives. Mason introduced
Jefferson's proposal for representation
according to population in the General
Assembly, but the conservatives defeated
it in favor of th'e existing two delegates
per county, a plan which favored the
static Tidewater plantations over the
expanding western counties.
What judgments should be rendered
two centuries later upon these typical
legislative conflicts and compromises?
One observation is that the conservative
victories were evanescent ones. They were
overru led either a few years or decades
later. The names of the rad icals, not the
conservatives, ring down through history.
Also, the comprom ises maintained the
su ppo rt of the planters for the
Revolution, and Virginia had as few Tory
defections as any colony.
THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF 1776

The first session of the new General
Assembly in October was an anticlimax.

Ten days elapsed before it could get a
quorum and turn to the business of
making laws and policies for the ne~
state. A visiting citizen surveyed its
members and concluded:
I confess I am pleased-and
although it is composed of men not
quite so well dressed, nor so
politely educated, nor so highly
born as some Assemblies I have
formerly seen-yet upon the whole
I like their proceedings-and upon
the whole rather better than
formerly. They are the People's
men (and the People in general are
right). They are plain and of
consequences less disguised, but I
believe to be full as honest, less
intriguing, more sincere.
The most serious problems faced were
related to prosecuting the war. But there
was also a_pr ss; ng need to restore the
civil courts, since the Burgesses in 1774
had allowed to exp ire the act that
provided fees for court officials (thus
depriving British merchants of a method
for collecting their debts). The General
Assembly also appointed a committee
composed of Jefferson, Pendleton,
Mason, Wythe, and T. L. Lee to revise
those laws of the colony which had been
'llfounded on principles heterogeneous to
the republican spirit. " After considerable
debate the General Assembly members
passed Jefferson's bill to abolish entailed
estates, thus beginning the breakup of an
economic system that had supported a
landed aristocracy. They also exempted
dissenters from contributing to the
Anglican church, the first step toward its
disestabl ishment.
Others of the forty-five bills passed in
1776 were comparable to bills considered
by the 1976 General Assembly. In 1776
the General Assembly provided for the
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poor and for "the support and
maintenance of ideots, lunaticks, and
others of unsound minds"; in 1976, for
air-conditioning mental hospitals. The
General Assembly of 1776 establi~hed
certain ferries, nam ing the proprietors
and the rates they could charge; its
modern-day counterpart contributed to a
Metro system to get commuters across
the Potomac. In 1776 the problem was
horse stealing; in 1976, shoplifting. The
1776 session set salaries for presiding
officers of House and Senate; the 1976
session raised salaries of legislators. Other
matters comparable to modern issues
were affairs of local government,
com mer cia I mat t e r s, and jud ic ia I
ad min istration in the counties of
Montgomery, Washington, and
Kentucky.
More of the concerns confronted by
the 1776 General Assembly were pr ivate
bills," as we would now call them. For
example,
the
trustees of
Hampden-Sydney Academy sought
fin an cia I support and were given
permission to hold a lottery to finance
their buildings. William Blakely
complained that "he had his best horse
pressed by Messrs. Grubb and Cox ... by
which he was much injured, that he has
received no satisfaction for the same;,that
the said Cox also left him with a tired
horse." That matter was referred to the
Committee for Public Claims.
II

1776 AND 1976

To compare the legislatures of 1776
with the General Assembly of 1976 is
hardly fair to the latter. In 1776 the
legislatures governed only 600,000
persons, two-fifths of them slaves, spread
over a vaster territory. Governmental
power was attenuated; but whatever

power the government had, the General
Assembly held virtually all of it. Its
members controlled the executive branch;
they were an integral part of local
government; and they were wealthy men
with the moral force that went with
superior education, influence in the
churches, and a large stake in the
economic order. They were captains of
hundreds. But because these men had
won elections as delegates, they were
much more powerful than a mere landed
aristocracy.
In the intervening centuries some of
the responsibilities of a legislature, like
defense and currency management, have
been assumed by the federal government.
Some supporting institutions, Iike slavery
and the established church, have
vanished. Subsequent constitutions have
reduced the dom inant position of the
legislaliv
ra c
d st eng1henerl he
executive and the judiciary. The federal
establishment, the corporations, urban
governments, parties and interest groups,
and the mass media have all absorbed a
portion of the power held by the
legislators of 1776.
The similarities that remain in 1976
are found mainly in the internal
procedures, reminding us of how
fundamental the legislative process is and
of how little it alters over the centuries.
Another constant is the direction of
change. During the decade of the
Revolution, the character of the General
Assembly changed-from a ruling gentry
that was almost an artistocracy to a ruling
gentry that was almost a democracy. That
trend has continued with the ,expansion
of suffrage; and today what was within
recent memory a species of gentlemen's
club has moved much closer to being a
cross-section of the population it
represents.
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